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Linda Diane Wilkerson(10-24-48)
I Love Poetry. I started writing Poems when I was a child. I just in the past two
years begin to write Poetry again. I did not have a computer. When, I got my
computer I found the card sites. Soon after someone told me about . I have been
writing daily since. I did loose my interest in April 2005 when my Mother Passed
Away. But, now, I am writing more again. I worked for years with computers and
Banking. So, I knew a little about computers. I am now on a disability and
Retired in Florida.
I am from the Cherokee Indian Nation. My grandmother was part Cherokee. My
website /Glorylandbound, subject line must be Diane's Poems: : Glorylandbound
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Hope
I see hope with the Sunrise
When the brightness beams the Sky.
I see joy when the day brings Sunshine
When the warm hot sun beams on this face of mine
I see smiles of older men and ladies faces
The men smile and the ladies still wear dresses with laces
I see hope in the young Mother
When their young children will feel safe with no other.
I see hope with the Beautiful Sunset
It is more beautiful then many of Natures
Beauty at best.
Most of all I feel hope today because of you
“I can really depend on no other”
You hold my blessing in your hand
You are my Master, My Savior, and My friend
You are the most wonderful hope for my Life
You are everything I know I can depend
Then, as the rain, thunder, and danger does begin
I have you in my heart
“The Holy One.”
My Savior, My Friend
Oct.30,2005
Linda Diane Wilkerson
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Jesus Is The Answer
Do you question the things of Sorrow?
Have you thoughts of what brings tomorrow?
Do you lie awake a night with fears?
Have you shed many tears?
Do you ever feel so blue?
You do not know what to do?
Does you live feel empty too.
“Jesus Is The Answer”
He can make a moon turn to sunshine
He can make the stars shine aglow
Yes, he can heal a broken heart
This I surely know.
“Jesus Is The Answer”
He can do everything in gladness
Even if our lives seem with so much sadness
Yes, oh yes, when we have no more heartache
He has filled that empty hole
Faith within us glows
Yes, oh, yes, my friend
I will say it until my days will end
“Jesus Is The Answer”
He has taken away all my sin.

(Oct 13,2005)
Linda Diane Wilkerson
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